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Dear Prof. Wiener,
This in great haste. -- I have also had another

letter from Dr. Shaumjan of the Russian Encyclopaedia
who had asked you for an article, He has asked me to
convey to you his hopes for receipt of one and has extended
the publication date to Pbetween Jan. and March',

No other news but X-mas cards at this time, Shall
write again at the end of this week or beginning of next (e.g
before the 3rd.)

Best regards
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UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY

WASHINGTON

December 3, 1962

Dear Mr. Wiener:

We would greatly appreciate permission to publish, in various foreign-
language editions of our monthly magazine America Illustrated, translations of
the article "Some Moral and Technical Consequences of Automation" written by
vou and from the May 6, 1960 issue of SCIENCE.

America Illustrated is published by the U. S. Information Agency for dis-
tribution in the U.S.S.R. and its European satellite nations. At present, we
listribute editions of the magazine in Russia and Poland. If at the same
time, it is possible to extend the permission to cover a Serbo-Croatian re-
orint in Pregled, published monthly by our office in Belgrade for disbributior
in Yugoslavia, we would be grateful. Credit, of course will be given to you
as the author and complimentary copies of the issue in which the article
appears will be sent to you.

Enclosed is our work copy of the proposed text. It has been abridged to
meet space requirements, and in some instances words and phrases have been
amplified or eliminated to make the piece more meaningful to our audiences.

While many authors and publishers make no charge for use of their material
in the information program, we are permitted to offer a token payment of $25.0C
for use of the article as outlined. If there are no objections, please sign
and return the attached form indicating whether payment is desired and the
correct copyright line required. A self-addressed stamped envelope is enclos-
ad for vour convenience.

We wrote SCIENCE Magazine on November 7. 1962, and they requested that
ve contact you.

An early reply would be greatly appreciated.

~~

x

Sincerely yours,

SA Ltr U PAS

Blanche Edington
America Illustrated

inclosure:
As stated.

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Boston. Massachusetts
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UNIVERSITA’ DI NAPOLI

ISTITUTO DI FISICA TEORICA
Mostra 4’Oltremare, Pad. 19 - Tel. 610524

NAPOLI

DRAFT

Dear Professor Wiener:

I am a member of a committee which will soon meet in Rome

to decide about the ''libera docenza in cibernetica'' which our Ministry of

Education will award for the first time this year,

I should be very grateful if you could give me an authoritive

definition of the field of Cybernetics, which may be of great help at this meet

ing, In particular I should like to ask you whether in your opinion the sort of

work on the structure and function of brains which is done in Braitenberg's

laboratory is to be considered as pertaining to Cybernetics,

Thanking you, I am

Sincerely yours,

7

cs, R. Caianiello



TOKYO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
OH-OKAYAMA, MEGURO-KU
TOKYO, JAPAN

Jecenber 4, 1962

urs. Lva-ilarig hitter
Professor N. wiener's Öffir-
vepartment of *“athematic
l.assachusetts Institute of Technol:

Cambricge 39, Kasse, Us Dede

~

JeaTr Mrs Ti edn

Thank you very much for your letter of November 15, which
has given me the recent activities of rfrofessor and lirs. dener in
surope. "e are all havpy to leern that they are enjoying their life
in the foreign countries.

As for my interest I have been through the enartments of
Physics, Chemistry, Electrical “ngineering and now in the Devnariment
of Mathematics, I dc not understand the many aspects of frofesscr
¥izner's work, and yet I am rather "gre. dy" in getting 211 + can
tet. Yor 1 am supnosed to now anything about frofessor Wiener. In
fact, 1 have had much di.ficulty in helping my friends in the
convilation of rrofesszor iener's pavers.

Following your suggestion 1 am sending the translation of
CYBunlinlICE to your office to walt for the muster s return ir
JT

&gt; ovr ah. a  or ths halide sesar

sincere! Vv Tours

nV TE

\
\
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UNIVERSITY CIRCLE

CLEVELAND 8, OHIO

SWeetbriar 5-1000

Systems Research Center

December Ul, L042

Norbert Wiener, Institute Professor
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jarbridge, Massachusetts

Near Prof. Tener:

The past several years have witnessed the develooment of a
new trend tending to unify concepts from a variety of discionlines
ranging from the theory of control and communication, theory of
computers and finite automata, to the study of organization and
learning nronerties of biological and social systems. This trend
yoints to the development of a general "systems theory" which
7111 nrovide a firm concevntual basis for thé so-called "systens
annroacht in diverse fields of science and engineering.

The Systems Research Center at Case Institute of Technology
is organizing a conference on Systems Theory in order to stimulate
the growth of this important new trend. The conference is de-
signed to bring together the leading experts who are largely
responsible for the present state of the art and provideaforum
for their discussion of the essential elements of the Systems
Theory.

Tt is intended that the meeting be concerned solely with the
topic of Systems Theory. In particular the conference will ain
1h elarifving the following issues

De , characteristics 2 arst ens theory

Review of some of the results obtained so far

Tmmediate problems

Prognechts for further development«

eT
] 4

Ce J

An Associate in the UNIVERSITY CIRCLE PROGRAM



CASE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

UNIVERSITY CIRCLE CLEVELAND 68, OHIO

The conference will include formal presentations hy the in-
vited speakers, Sneakers will be asked to address themselves to
the topic of systems theory ner se, ises., to what they consider
system theory, in the general sense, to be and ought to he and
to comment on the four issues above, Papers will be delivered
to an onen audience with discussion and comments from the floor.

In addition, vrovisions will he made for informal discussions in-
rolving hoth speakers and conference attendees.

A financial arrangement is planned by which the travel ex-
oenses of the speakers and an honorarium of § 200. per day of
rarticination at the conference will he vaid to each speaker.
The honorarium is intended to he a token of annreciation for the
time the sneakers will devote to the preparation of papers and
participation in the conference. It is nlanned that the pro-
ceedings of the conference he published in hook form. In such
a case 1t is customary for the publisher to award an additional
honorary1M.

Recause of your contributions in the field of systems theory,
and your expressed interest in the tonic we are nleased to invite
you to prepare a paper for this conferences. Enclosed is a list of

other scientists to whom invitations are heing extended, We will
contact you by telephone shortly after you have received this
letter in order to »nrovide you, in an informal way, with additional
information.

The conference is tentatively sceduled to last two days in the
first week of April, 19563, and adequate publicity will be given
1S soon as the particination of the sneakers is secured.

Joping for vour favorable response

m
&gt;.

Mihajlo Da. Mesarovic,
Program Chairman

:1/1h

Ynclosure



CASE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

UNIVERSITY CIRCLE eCLEVELAND 68, OHIO

TENTATIVE LTST OF SPEAKERS

[HE CONFERENCE ON SYSTEMS THEORY

Rellman, Richard

30ulding, Kenneth

Yrenick, Rudolnb

ragne, Rohert

terard, Ralph -

“invill, willian K.

esarovic, 'ihajlo

rosenblith, Walter ~

Simon, Herbert

Tiener. Norbert

7adeh, Lofti

The Rand Corporation

Mmiversity of Michigan

Polytechnic Institute of Brocklvnm

Princeton University

miversity of Michiran

Stanford Tmiversity

Jase Institute of Technology

Massachusetts Institute of Technologv

Carnegie Institute of Technology

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

'Tmiversity of California, Rerklev
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 pP. Carroll Dovwen,
Ihe I's Ie Te Press
A I. Te

cambridge
Je Se Moe

Director

Dear Mr. Rowen:

I an glad to heer that you stand in need of reprinting wy

Vonlinear Problems in Pandom Theory. As you perheps know, I am

returning to MN. I. Te at the beginning of the second term. Ab

present I am so busy closing up my work here before salling in

January that it would be impossible for me to find the time and

the necessary leisure to go over the book for zny chang cs or

~orrections. If you cennot walt untll I am home 2:2in, you

will have to print it 28 is. fhe only other sumgestion I could

make 18 that you consult Professor Y. W. Lee of the Electrical

Engineering Department in the neantine, since he is practically

the co-author of the book.

4th best wishes, I remain

sincerely,

Torhert Ciecner



ot !

Decenber 4,

Professor Kerl W, Deutsch
Devertment © Folitical Iconomy
Yale mir Jy
New Hav: Connecticut
Ue ©

To

Dezr Tar.

Of course ou have my permission to use any excernt you3

wish from the Human Use of Euman Beings or any other of my books.

Thank you also for the chapter on Political Power and Social

Transactions which youhsent me earlier this year. I shall be

beek at MM. I. Te fOr the second term,and we shall most likely

see each other there. In the meantime, the best to you and your

family. Margaret and I are well and have had a wonderful year.

Sincerely,

Norbert Wiener
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8AD/051.VEGUILD
5 December 1962

San Francisco State College
1600 Holloway Avenue

San Francisco 27, California

J Uniper 4-2300

Dr. Norbert Weiner, Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
7/7 Massachusetts Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Sir:

I am presently gathering information on cybernetics, more
specifically, cybernetics in broadcasting. I have found
little or no infermation on such a subject and so I would
like to explore the idea from beginning to end.

I have chosen to write my Masters thesis on this subject
since few broadcasters have ever heard of cybernetics, and
nost of these are reticent to speak on automation in broad-
casting.

[his semester I have completed a lengthy report on your two
docks, Cybernetics and The Human Use of Human Beings. The
ideas and theories and social implications contained in these
two volumes are most astounding, however, could you direct
me to someone who is directly connected with the use of
cybernetic principles in broadcasting. Any help from you
vould be received with the greatest thanks.

Sincerely,
= / "

Mike Biele

fr

806 Crésta Vista Way
Aptos, California



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS December 5, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
c/o Professor E. R. Cailaniello
Instituto di Fisica Teorica
Universita di Napoli
Mostra D'Oltremare
Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

It was good to receive your letter of November 12. On
behalf both of the Department and of the Second Century Fund, let
me tell you how much we appreciate your generous gift. We in the
Department value it very much and especially thank you for desig-
nating the Department.

I was interested to receive your remarks and the other
information about Mr. Della Aricia. I hope that we can have him
here. Norman Levinson and Irving Segal have a research contract
with the National Science Foundation and they offered to place Mr.
Della Aricia on that contract if you feel he would be interested.
Ne could accordingly offer him an appointment as Research Associate
In Mathematics for the two semesters, spring 1963 and fall 1963-64
{February 1, 1963-June 15, 1963 and September 16, 1963-January 31,
1964) at a salary of $7300 for the nine months period. From your
letter I understand that he expects to receive the doctorate in
February 1963. His obligations under the appointment here would be
to collaborate with you on research. He would be expected to
acknowledge support for his part of the research to the National
Sclence Foundation by footnotes in any papers published based on the
research. If this proposed arrangement meets with your approval and
if it interests Mr, Della Aricia, I will be glad to send him a formal
invitation. If you prefer that the appointment be for only one of
the two semesters we can arrange it on that basis. I will await a
reply from vou before writing formally to Mr. Della Aricia.

Irving Segal and I are delighted that you can give the opening
lecture at the Conference on Sunday evening, June 9. We are sorry
that you cannot stay the entire time but there will be no difficulty
in your leaving in time to participate in the Symposium in Madison
Prom June 12-14.

vith best wishes to vou and Margaret.

JTM/bas

Sincerely yours,

[od
W. T. Martin



DEC 11 1862
Deh ing ny,

ATLANTA PLANT

MEAD PACKAGING
A DIVISION OF THE MEAD CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 4417/ATLANTA2,GEORGIA/AREA404875-271:

December 5, 1962

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge,
Massachusetts

Subject: Bibliography of Publications
of Norbert Wiener

Gentlemen:

After seeing excerpts of a few publications of Norbert Wiener, whom I
asnderstand is associated with your Institute, I am very much interested

in obtaining a bibliography of his works, particularly those concerned with
the science of automation. If you should have such a bibliography available

or know where one might be obtained, I should very much appreciate

hearing from you.

Thanking you for your consideration of this inquiry, I remain with best

regards,

Verv sincerely yours.

Henry H. Wirth
Foreign Sales Correspondent

HHW:1vh

EXECUTIVE OFFICES » ATLANTA, GEORGIA PLANTS LOCATED AT: ATLANTA LAWRENCE, MASS. LOS ANGELES AMERSFOORT, HOLLAND
"TORONTO ONTARIO CANADA REGIONAL SALES ANAFFICFS: ATIANTA CHICAON NANI AC 1 NS ANRGRFI CC NFW YORK
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(8th floor) Ve. Ae Hospital
921 Wg Es 13th Street
Oklahoma City 4, Oklahoma
December 8, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
department of Mathematics
MeIeTe
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

This Fall, I moved to Oklahoma State University as a visiting
associate professor of mathematics, My background in support of
3ivil liberties has now led to a peculiar situations

On October 30, I was "committed for observation" by Payne County
Judge Max Ee Sater, of Stillwater, He ruled that I was "not dangerous"
to myself or to others, but that I ™need psychiatrie attention." The
primary "evidence" was a collection of political essays, fables, and
letters«=some of which had appeared in the papers. I was prevented
from having a lawyer during, and for two weeks after, the trial,
Whatever benefits might otherwise result from psychiatric treatment
will, of course, be offset by the enforced (and sustained) nature of
the eonfinement.

Any assistance will be much appreciated, including funds to help
pay legal expensese I have retained Carroll Samaras, Cravens Building,
Oklahoma City, Oklahemas and Willis R. Starlz, of Jones, Oklahoma, as
my attorneyvse

Sincerely,
Je 7
Ay el. Voter
(Dre) Wme Ae Pierce =

Jd
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May 26, 1962

Honorable John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Prasid-nt of the United States
Warhineaton, D.. Co

De- 7resident Kennedy:

~~ Concern about “Communism”intheUnitedStateshasproducedwide-
c-wonel getivity directed against radicals and alleged “Fads.” Events
Fü sacle me ar involuntary expert on the methods used, because I have

+ = 6f the victims. A hidden alliance has developed among extrem-
+ain politicians, and a few ‘scientists, ° espzecially science:
ators. Their techniques include scientific harassment. but

+» motivation is often concealed, In the “legends” of ‘1.
J Dr, Joe, I have hinted at some of the activities of "hn

Q

Ti.
x

= om2
*.,Coie yy

km“

®legands” are authoritative, because I am the real Bill Bailey-
the real Dr, Joe 1: After my initial refusal to ‘give in, * I was

~ "o constant eloak-and-dagger harassment. It was years later
nnd tne dorise in my fillings. Attacks against me have utilized

Criawashing, and mental paralysis ( induced in a mild foram ).The
“+h «= and the WHOLE truth == ought to be told. (Imagine paralyz-

ployer until he is 35, of incapacitating a mathematician until

„A we

 lo or

7
I

“rust that the government will provide investigative and technical
3, so that I may expose the truth and prove it. The story is

~~ant, but needs telling. It involves systematic slander, spurious
=~,bugging’devices, and auditory disturbance. I can establish

¢ "~2¥as. but shall want the aid of conscientious leaders.

pe

¢

Thank you Bar
ble PAE rae ew?

U
&amp; Kind attention; shall hope to confer soon with

Respectfully,

Ne

ER

 iam A, Pierce

Frufessor of Mathematics

STE &amp;
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May 31, 1962

donoralzle Robert Kennedy
ittorney General of the United States
Justice Desariment
Joshington, D. C.

US wd” } - ADA €et1DENE3%va ;e GanevalCSaa ie Ya 8
3

änclosed are naterials about the activities of “right-wing
extremists.” This is an expanded version of what I sent vou earli«
DY

L have been victimized by welrd technigues—as unbelimvable
58 rockets on the moon © Yet what I report is the Truth: and 1
sxoert to Drove ac.

it is my hope that the Justice Department will take a hand
Ln exposing the criminal and unconstitutional activities lLeve
ut lined,

Sincerely,

4 Boah2 AA a. FD j Ce

(Dr)William A, Pieres
1064 Van Voorhis Road
Apt J-121 |

Morgantown, W. Va,

 nol ounre



Th B ki I . . 1775 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N. W., WASHINGTON 6, D. C
€ roo Ings nstitution Robert D. Calkins, PRESIDENT Robert W. Hartley, VICE PRESIDENT

ADVANCED STUDY PROGRAM: James M. Mitchell, DIRECTOR.

SENIOR STAFF: Fordyce W. Luikart Walter G. Held John Osman

JONSULTANTS: Fred K. Hoehler, Jr. William L. Reno

Harry R. Seymour

December 10, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Jear Professor Wiener:

The Brookings Institution is conducting a series of conferences
for Federal executives, designed to contribute to their continuing
education, The Institution is a non-profit, nonpartisan organization
levoted to research, education, and publications in economics, govern-
nent and the other social sciences.

In connection with these conferences, pertinent materials are
distributed to the participants to serve as background for their
discussion. We would very much like to use your article "Science and
Society", which was originally published in Voprosi Filosofii and
Tater in Technology Review, July 1961.

We are having some difficutly in obtaining a complete copy of your
article. Would it be possible for you to send us a copy? If not, may
we have permission to use the extract from "Science and Society" which
appeared on page 651 of the November 9, 1962 issue of Science?

I would appreciate learning from you if this article is in
reprint form and, if not, if we could have permission to reproduce it
or use at these conferences

Sincerely
Ip

3a —

Mona Marie Olean

Secretary to Mr. Sevmour

ir LL























Brief note on work done and planned by J. C. Kotelly

l. Have a technical memo coming out on a possible mathematical

model of visual perception where I have made correlations with the
vork of Prof. Kolers at Harvard. It seems, from the model, that
some of the recognizer devices of the visual patterns might be
'sbjects' whose output is similar to what Prof. Wiener once said.

2. I am working on a logical model of the brain and hope to have
a paper out on it, It is my belief that the work on Homotopy theory
&gt;f topology will be used in the problems of the brain and memory.

J. I need the philosophy for some of the ideas of people like
Plato and Kant to give insight into the workings of the brain.

4. Because of this research, though it sounds grandiose, I believe
[ can develop a new theory of sets and give a basis to a science of
value.

i.. C. Kotelly)





D. ALEKSANDER JOHANNESBURG

46 UprPER PARK DRIVE

FOREST TOwN

PCIE

PHONE 41-3249 (Res.)

33-7268 (OFFICE)

13th December, 1962.

Pref.Dr. Norbert Wiener,
Massachussetts Institute of Technology,
77, Massachussetts Avenue
CAMBRIDGE 39
Massachussetts
UeS.A.

Dear Pref. Wiener,

I have recently read the article "Der Vater der Kybernetik
varnt: gegen wissenschaftlichen Massenbetrieb, ven Prof. N. Wiener"
published in the Swiss weekly "Die Weltwoche", and I was greatly
impressed by manu sentences in this article.

The reading of said artiele has prompted me te write te
you personally. I presume that due te your pesition in scientific
circles, and as a result ef the works you have published, you are
probably receiving se many letters from people unknewn to yeu,
that you can hardly have the time to read them all carefully,
particularly as perhaps in ninetynine out of a hundred cases the
reading of such letters must be nothing but a less of time for you.
In spite of this I take the liberty of appreaching yeu, trusting
that in the case of my letter you may make an exceptien and read it
in spite of its length,

In 1948,while studying a problem of the theery of numbers,
certain ideas occurred te me on which I then elaborated further and
on the basis ef which, in the first half of 1952, I completed a
mathematical study in manuscript (in Italian language). The object
of this werk is an until then (to my knowledge) unknown numeral
system. From the attached copy of the "Intreductien' yeu will be
able to see on what lines the work is written.

At the time, i.e. exactly 10 years age, for family reasons
I was unable te go en with the typing of the manuscript and consequently
had te pestpene my intention of having the study published. As it
happens, this temporary intefruptien lasted a full ten years. In the
last 5 te 6 years I was actually not even interested in publishing
my work, since I was under the impression that, in line with the
great advancements in the design and in the practical use of digital



D. ALEKSANDER JOHANNESBURG

46 UpPPER PARK DRIVE

FOREST TOWN

Pr weiOut

PHONE 41-3249 (RES.)

33-7268 (OFFICE)

computers, "my" system would ne doubt have been discovered by somebody
else and at least partially put inte use with medern digital computers.
However, on recently reading abeut modern digital cemputers, I have
gained the impressien that there have been no fundamental changes ever
the past 10 years as far as the use of numeral systems is cencerned.
When I finally read your article in "Die Weltwoche" (where, inter alia,
you cemplain that " ..., se dass dem Wissenschaftler, und besonders
dem jungen Wissenschaftler, keine Musse bleibt, seine eigene Ideen
reifen zu lassen"), I had the explanatien as to why there have been
ne changes. This has now prempted me te proceed after all with my
intentien te publish my abovementiened study, and the manner in which
I thought of doing it would be te send one typed chapter after anether
te varieus institutes and mathematicians interested in the subject,
more or less at the same time.

The purpose of my letter therefore is te ask you, if yeu
should be personally interested in my study, te be so kind as te let
nme know it with a few words, and I shall then send yeu single chepters
as and when they are ready for despatch. If en the other hand this
matter sheuld be of ne personal interest te you, I would be mest grateful
if yeu could help me to make my completely new ideas on number
representation,and on the execution of the basic operations based
sn such ideas,known te other scientists who are interested in this
particular subject. In other words, I should very much appreciate if
you would let me know the names and addresses of those mathematicians
rith whom you are acquainted toe whom this matter might be of interest.

I can well imagine that on reading the attached "Intreduction"
your first impression (and that of anybody else with knowledge of
number theery, to whom you may possibly show it) will be: "toe goed te
be true", and I only regret that you have no way of personally knowing
my seriousness and my pedantry, because if this were possible I have
no doubt that you would be convinced that there is no slip-up.

Since on contacting certain institutions and persons which
I thought might be interested and actually proved to be, the first
question every time was whether I have a university degree, I enclose
herewith a short "Curriculum Vitae"; but please do not waste your time
to read it unless you are interested in my abovementioned study.

Hoping I'll get a reply from you, I am,

Vv 31 a J incerely,

LNT 4 +



D. ALEKSANDER JOHANNESBURG

46 UPPER PARK DRIVE

FOREST TOWN

PromUK
PHONE 41-3249 (REs.)

33-7268 (OFFICE)

CURRICULUM VITAE

Born in 1904 in Croatia (at the time part of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire), I was interested in pure mathematics

from an early age. ~ As a compromise with my Father,

I did not take up the study of mathematics, and went

instead te the Technische Hochschule, Berlin-Charlettenburg,

where in 1928 I obtained the degree of "Dipl.Ing."

However, pure mathematics always remained my hobby to
which all of my free time was dedicated.

When in 1941 Yugeslavia was occupied by the Germans,

I escaped to Italy for racial reasons. - In Italy,

by force of circumstances, I found myself with plenty
of leisure for mathematical contemplatiens.,

After the war. in 1948, I emigrated to South Africas.



In order to draw the reader's attention from the start to

certain basic properties of "System F", which will be exposed step

by step as the system is explained, I shall already at this stage

list some of these properties comparing them to the respective

properties which are common to all potential systems:—

(1) With system F, as with any potential system, all integral

numbers can be represented bi-univocally.

(2) With any potential system the rational numbers can only as an

exception be represented with a final number of places. In any

of these systems, most of the rational numbers can be represented

only by introducing the concept and symbolism of periodicity.

With "System I" all finite rational numbers can bi-univocally

he represented with a finite number of places.

(3) No irrational number can he renresented with any of the potential

systems.

ith "System F" some of the irretional numbers can ke represented

by introducing the concept and symbolism of periodicity.

(-. \
4 In any of the potential systems the criteria of divisibility and

congruence, if known at all for certain moduli, become highly

complicated with tle greater values of the moduli.

In "System F" there is only one basic rule both for divisibility and

congruence, whatever the modulus.

a

To my knowledge, potential systems sre the only systems in use

at present, and very few of them at that.

It is krown that all potential systems have many commen characteristic

Only in respect of practical every-day use there is one system which differs

from the others, and that is the decadic system, This system differs from al]

the others for ite universality and the exclusiveness with which for so long

tt has been used by civilised peoples rot only in written representations

of numbers but also in purely linguistic nunher terminology prior to writing

itself, Even if this characteristic is not something inherent to the system



in itself, it will not surprise us therefore that other nuiseral systems,

although known for centuries, had very little practical application.

In cases where there has been some application (as for instance in

certain systems of measurement, monetary systems etec.), such systems

were gradually superseded by the decadic system, and mathematically they

were often rednced to a strange conglomeraticn ¢f rudiments. Only

recently there has heer a development in the cpposite direction. A few

years ago, a8 a result of developments in electronics and with the

increased necessity and the only possibility of solving certein problems

ith cnlculating machines, the binary system (known for centuries, studied

and used by many mathewaticisas in connection with studies on the theory

of numbers} has succeeded, in certain cases, to assert itself next to the

jecadic system,

Since a machine ss such is wwf influonced neither hy conventional

language nor by the inertia of human mental habits, tbe use of one or the

other system and its choice for the construction of digital cowpnting

mechanisms becomes dependent ouly on the inherent characteristics of

individual systems (or groups of systems) and on the technical possibilities
af profitably utilizing them. With regard to this possibility of technical

atilization for digital couputing mechanisms, I can meniion already now

that I have without any difficulty (i.e. with only few changes and with

very simple and primitive means) converted to "System F" some very well

‘mown pocket "Adding &amp; Subtracting Machines" criginally made for the

tecadic system. Instructions for the use of these machines are given in

“hapter XI(A). It is significant that these instructions are nothing else

than a faithfuly transcription of the instructions for the use of the

machines as originally intended for the decadic system, leaving cut the

superfluous and changing or adding only a few words.

When, more than four years ago, studying a problew of the theory

of numbers, 1 began to decompose various integral numbers in a manner which,

as I know teday, is actually the decomposition on which, under certain

conditions, System F is based, I did not reelize that it could be a bi-univo-ca

decomposition suitable to become the foundation of a new numeral system.

Later, however, this aspect of the decomposition with the various character-

istics of the system itself crystallized gradually. I am fully convinced

that the characteristics of the system are such as to make it profitably

applicable to a great variety of practical as well as theoretical uses.

lowever, in addition to the importance due to the characteristics of

"System F'", there is also the importance which derives from the principle

on which "System F" is based, This principle soon revealed itself capable

of being widely extended and generalized so as to include both the principle

of potential systems and the principles of infinite other numeral systems

of which "System F" is only one, but kt the simplest one.



INTRODUCTION

A numeral system is the complex of conventions the purpose

of which it is to represent numbers with the greatest possible accuracy,
by means of symbols called figures. In addition to representing numbers,

a numeral system must have the property of facilitating the solution

of as many as possible numerical problems, among which primarily the

four basic operations,

Those systems in which figures have alse a positional value

in addition to their own specific absolute value are called "Positional

Systems", and they are the most suitable to meet all the requirements

of a system. —- "System F", which is the subject of this study, is a

pogitional system,

Well known is the group of numeral systems having the coumon
feature of the decomposition of integral numbers {and similarly of all

other rational numbers) according to the following equation:-

vhere;

-—

. "1

3 the basis of the system

 BR (the so-called figure) = the interral number equal or

greater than nought, but always
less than B.

ordinal number of the place of each

individual ficure.

Tt is also well known that any positive integral number can

arbitrarily be taken as basis. Consequently, the number of systems possible

within this group 1s unlimited. To these systems we shall give the name

of "Potential Systems", and to any one of these systems that of "a potenial

system!.

System F does not belong Lo the group of potential systems. It is

based on an additional decomposition completely different from the ahove-

sentioned decomposition which is comuon to all potential systems.



BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

MURRAY HiLL, NEW JERSEY

"FLEPHONE

AREA Cope 201

582-3000

December 13, 1962

MRS. RITTER
Room 2-276
Massachusetts
Cambridge 39,

Institute of Technology
Massachusetts

Dear Mrs. Ritter:

I would appreciate it if you could send me a set of
reprints of Professor Wiener's papers on the Quantum
Theory. If the reprints are not available, I would
like a bibliography of the papers. Thank you for
your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

gm

VH-1233-EA-TG

oa

PS
ea

EDWARD ARTHURS



Telegram : STATISTICA, CALCUTTA-35
Telephone : 56-3222 (9 lines)

INDIAN STATISTICAL INSTITUTE
203 BARRACKPORE TRUNK ROAD

CALCUTTA-35

AT-I389

13 December,. - 1962
Dr. C.R. Rao

Professor and Head of the
of Theoretical Research &amp;

Division
Training

Dear Hof. Weenoe,

Professor P.C. Mahalanobis F.R.S.,
Director, Indian Statistical Institute, will
ve completing his seventieth year by the end
of June 1963. On that occasion, it is proposes
to present Lim with a Volume of essays tor
scientific papers) written by those who have
been interestedintheprogress of the
Institute and who have come into contact with
Professor Mahalanobis or worked with him,
during the last 30 - 40 years,

‚ I have been specially requested by
the Editors of this Volume to request you to
contribute a paper on a subject of your
choice, It is enough if you send your

contribution by the end of XXSELX February (963,
I hope you will find it possible to

comply with our request and help us in
making the project a success.

Best regards,

Sincerely yours,

CR Rasp
(C.R. Rao)
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Peeerher 13,

Professor E. R. Calaniello

Dear Profescor Caianiello.

You rave asked me for 2 definition of the fleld of cybernetics.
ts I have already defined cybernetics &amp;s the science of control and
communication in the animal and the machine. Control is the use of
communication for obtaining a desired action end, in noerticuler, a deolire
desired application of power. As I am saying in my course of advenced
Lectures at the Institute, the animal nervous system renrozents a ro-
narzable case of pertial and extensive senarstion 0? sources af DovVCcr
from sources of control. To a very considerable extent tie mower in
the human body is cerried by the blood to the tlssues and stored there
for immedicte use. The communication 1s carried portly by tle hormones
and other chemicel substances of the blood to e very important, extent
elon: the fibers of the nervous eystem and their interconncctlons by

8YNaDSCBe

In studying trie cetion of communication the enatonicel and physio=-
logical work done in IT. Proitenbers's leboratoty =nd by ourcelver ie
of the utmost importsnce. Tris importance not only extends to the study
of biologiczl communications, but 1s a fundamentsl model of the study
of other communicetion systems such as Wwe nov find in the wmreerines "here
the use of amplifiers and relays such es the vacuum tube or the tronnise
tor have permitted a high degree of gepar-tion between vovcr problems
and communication. problems, Thus biologicel work in cybernetics uy
furnish and 1s furnishing patternsgfthedevelopmentofcasincering
cybernetics. In otter words, the engineering of the futurc ust lean
heavily on the sort of work done in Dr. Braitenberg's labor tory.

I hope this will clerify my ettitude to the work bein: done at

your instltute.

cincerely yours,



Con Cobos, 57

December 13, [54 =

Dear Chuck:

I heve looked over the plan of your article and have discussed it
With colleagues here, As you are quite aware, it needs a great desl of
working on and Writing up before it is an organized article, There rro
interesting ideas in it, but I do not find it setisfectory in ite present
forms. You have made a good case for something of the antibody naturebeinr
important for the memory, but I cannot believe that whatever this system
may contcin, 1t is an adequate explanstion for memory &amp;s a whole. The ners
vous system with its complfeated structure is certainly there for some
purpose, and I believe that fully developed items of aenmory are not cerricd
at any one point of the nervous system, but involve 2 multirlicityof „idelr
diverse fectors located in different parts of the brain ond not denendent
on any one chemical substance. Wht a theory of the sntibody type nay do
is to account for the recstablishemnt of connections in the brein not
completely dependent on the individual cells, but mainteining the pattern
of ingoing and outgoing responses even tho individual celle ney die and
others take their place.

ve mow that this happens on a large scale as is shown by the chaenrin-
statistics of cell population in the brain of younger 2nd older individucl:
Here we ned local memory of a nature that will preserve the general path
of impulses in the brain independe/ntly of the coming anc cooing of indivi-
dual neurbns. This would demand that as the chemiczl substsnces in questir
travel along the neuron and reestablish connections at the other end, have
a rather specific nature. There is nothing at all improbable in such &amp; torre
el of chemical substances along the neurons. we know that this happens wit
certain viruses such as that of tetanus or of rabies. Furthermore, some:®
of this sort 1s indicated by the way in which regenerating nerve fibers ser
their proper connections with muscular Or sensory end orsens. In mon ond
the mammals this does not extend to the orgens of special senses such es ti
eye, but in the amphibia eyes can be regenerated and become functionrl, =o
there 1a definite suggestion thet the regenerzted eye hos the Proper nerve
fibers rmoing to the proper end Organs.

In other words, I think you have put your finger on an importent cle:
of pemOTT but your explanation is far from complete and must be sumplener:
by an explanation involving the nervous structure much more in detsil,
there 1s a suggestion of a similar idea in the complexity of neuromusculcs:
action broughf,eyt by the recent study of the gamma fibers which go to tho
muscles and ere directly responsible for the motion 1tself, but for the c=:
blishment of a state of tonus making quick responses possible. The suzzeut
lies in the fact that the speed of action of the nervous system, as for
example in the recovery of memory, mey depend on relatively slow processes
fering this action possible. In eny erpument based on spvecd consideration:of this sort are unavoidable.

I am glad thet your work is going successfully, and I hope that my
criticlsms are constructive. As to my own work I am getting important re-
sults with Della Riccie of this Institut whose parents, by the way, are
living in Israel. I return to the States in a little more than 2 month.
The prosthesis work seems to be going well and I shall take it up arsin
when I em home. It looks like a busy yeor. With best reraprdsa,



UNIVERZA VLJUBLJANI

FAKULTETA ZA ELEKTROTEHNIKO
LJUBLJANA

ASKERCEVA 9 - TELEFON 21-312, 21-387

Doz.Dr.Mgr.Ing.Lojze Vodovnik

Ljubljana, dne .16.XIT.1962

Mr. Norbert Wiener,Ph.D.,Professor,

wassachusetts Institute of Technology,

Belmont 78,
Vlassachussets

Dear Professor Wiener,

Last summer I had the honour to speak you for some

minutes at the Symposium in Opatija. A friend of mine made some

snapshots and now I take the liberty to send you two photos.

Some months ago I finished my "doctor" and now I would

like to devote myself to bionics problems concerning parapsycho-
logical signal transmission (telepathy). I have been told that

prof. L.Vasilev at Leningrad is working on these problems with

cybernetics methods. Do people at the MIT work on such problems

too? If yes,is there a chance for a Yugoslav to work in your

teams?

I wish you a mery Christmas and a happy

New Year and remain

Faithfully Yours,
n
\

N a



December 14,

Professor We Te Mertin
Department of “rthematics
vassachusetts Institute of Technology
Canbridze ZS, "Arad.
Je Se Ae

Deer Ted:

Your letter of December’has arrived, end I heve informed
"rr. Della Riccla of the appointment offered him. le and I are
both equally delighted at the oppportunity to continue our cola-
voration. I wish to thank you for the prompt and effective wey
in which vou granted my recuests. *

If this meets with your epprovel, Mr. Della Ricecla proposes
to finish his thesis in Paris in Februery and come to i. I. T.
carly in Merch. I hope this will be satisfactory to you. After
attending a summer school in physics in Boulder, Colorcdo, he
'ntends to return to Paris to finish the formalitles for his doc-
torzte. Fe is engezed to a young lady here in Naples end intends
to marry end return with her to the States for ihe fell tern,
At the end of the year he will return to Italy.

I am very grateful to you for this appointment end for the
opportunity for us to continue our work together. I =m helping
Mr. Della Riccia with the immigretion formalities which will not
be arduous. I hove rarely seen a young man so heppy. Fe Joins
ne in thanking you... With best wishes, I am, -

sincerely
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3018 Grafing b/München, 16.12.62
EXXEXXLLEHREKKKIRKK
BREN U VE
Bürgerlingstr.8
Postfach 36
Tel.08108/ 174

Herrn Professor Dr. Norbert Wiener
Instituto di Fisica Teoretica
Jniversitda di Napoli
Mostra 4d'Oltremare, Pad.)

N 2 pe a

Ttalien.

sehr verehrter Herr Professor

Lich danke Ihnen sehr für Ihre Genehanigung, Ihre seinerzeitige

zeneinsane Arbeit nit Max Born in Band 1 unserer neuen Reihe

' Dokumente der Naturwissenschaft " abdrucken zu dürfen und

arlaube mir, Ihnen in der Änlage eine Biographie ilax Borns,

lie als Kinleitung desselben Bandes dient, zu übersenden, Wie

Sie daraus ersehen, habe ich dabei Ihr schönes Buch " Mathenatik

nein Leben " das erst dieses Jahr im Econ-Verlag erschien, als

Arbeitsunterlage benützt.

Ich wurde aich sehr freuen, wenn Sie, sehr verehrter

Jerr Professor, Zeit finden wurden Ihre Meinung zu unserem

Programm der " Dokumente der Naturwissenschaft " mitzuteilen,

insbesondere welche grundlegenden Arbeiten Sie für wichtig hal-

ten wurden. Die vorlaufige Titelvorschau finden Sie auf der

letzten Seite des Sonderdrucks; unsere Gedanken zu der Reihe,

lie in der Art der fruheren " Ostwalds Klassiker " quellen-

texte neu vorlegen will, auf der vorletzten Seite.

In den nächsten Tagen beginnt auch die Auslieferung

ler ersten Bände; ich werde mir dann erlauben, Ihnen ein

Belegexemplar zuzusenden.
Mit freundlichen Grüßen und

vorziirlicher Hochachtung

Ihr





International Business Machines Corporation

JIN
Thomas J. Watson Research Center
P.O. Box 218

Yorktown Heights, New York

WG 5-3000 (Area Code 914)

December 18, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
M. IT.
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener,

On several occasions, we wanted to write to you, but
we were afraid that you would be on a trip somewhere in Europe
and it would take a long time before you would see our correspond-
sance. But, today, I decided to write you at the MIT address whether
or not you are in Cambridge now.

We ourselves also were in Europe last summer to
attend various meetings and visited also East Germany and Hun-
Jary. It was exciting, but five lectures, three syposig and nine
2ountries in three weeks were a little too much.

Dr. Koenig of this laboratory, who met you at IBM Zir-
ich Lab., conveyed your greetings to me. Thank you very much for
thinking about me. After six years with IBM, Iam now entirely tired
of industry (I often think about your novel), and am anxious to go
back to the academic world. If you hear of any good vacancy, please
yive thought to my possible candidacy.

The other day Iwas so happy to find your healthy face
on the IBM Research News. Although you may already have seen this,
[ enclose herewith a copy.

Our son Francis is now a teaching fellow at Harvard
and 1s teaching logics. It is unbelievable. My wife Dorothea joins
me to wish you and Mrs. Wiener a real happy vacation season.

Most respectfully yours

ihe Sos: bo Somals
Michael Satoshi Watanabe

Dorothea is still hoping that we shall have the good fortune of having
both of you at our house in White Plains. Please let us know when
vou have time in the New York area.

dr
CM
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MATHEMATICS RESEARCH CENTER UNITED STATES ARMY

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

MADISON 6, WISCONSIN

December 19, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener

Mass, Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I am writing in regard to the Symposium on Stochastic Processes
in Medicine and Biology. We are now in the process of arranging for
the circulation of an announcement which will contain the program in
detail.

Most of the participating speakers have submitted the titles of
their presentations, but we have not heard from you. Would you please
let us have the title at vour early convenience?

We are pleased that you will be participating and we are looking
forward to vour presentation.

Sincerely yours,

w Lan M Lod)

J + bin,
John Gurland

1G/gk



MATHEMATICS RESEARCH CENTER UNITED STATES ARMY

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

MADISON 6, WISCONSIN

December 19, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener

Universita di Napoli
[Instituto Di Fisica Teorica

Mostra d' Oetremare Pad, 19
Napoli, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

I am writing in regard to the Symposium on Stochastic Processes
in Medicine and Biology. We are now in the process of arranging for
the circulation of an announcement which will contain the program in
detail.

Most of the participating speakers have submitted the titles of
their presentations, but we have not heard from you. Would you please
let us have the title at vour early convenience?

We are pleased that you will be participating and we are looking
forward to vour presentation,

Sincerely yours,

) J

John Gurland

JG/gk



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

D PPA-R-FM-ENT-_OF—B-U-M-ANITILES

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

December 21, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
oom 2-276
M. I. T.

Dear Professor Wiener:

I understand that certain of my colleagues interpreted a lecture that
[ gave in the sense that I invalidated my own data or suggested that they had
been the result of pre-conceived blas. I was simply giving a lecture on method
and. its pitfalls. I am glad to tell you that my data have been since independ-
ently confirmed by Drs. Huebel and Wiesel, these physiologists with whose work
it had beer our study was at variance. I have had since new interesting results
along the same line.

Sincerely yours,
iel A es

„uw

Tetome Lettvin



December 21, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
2/0 Professor E. R. Caianiello
Instituto di Fisica Teorica
Universita di Napoli
Mostra D'Oltremare
Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

Thank you for your letter of December 14. We are
happy that it was possibletoarrangethe Research
Associateship for Mr. Della Riccia. It will be
perfectly satisfactory for him to come to M.I.T. early
in March instead of for the full spring term. Of
course his salary would be prorated over the shorter
eriod. That is, he would be paid at the rate of

1611.11 per month from the selected date in March until
June 15, and then for the entire fall semester.

I would appreciate 1t if you would ask Mr. Della
Riccia to let ProfessorR.D.Schaferknowassoon as
ne conveniently can what date in March he plans to be
at M.I.T. We shall not be able to recommend his : .

appointment to the Administration until we know what
date it should begin.

Nith best wishes to you and Mrs. Wiener.

Sincerely yours,

A
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YumDece acy &lt;5,

Professor “ihajlo De. Mesarovic
Program Chalrmon
Cage Institute of Technology
systems Research Center
University Circle
Cleveland GS. Ohad
Ue Se Ae

Dear Professor Mesarovic:

Your letter of December 4, in which you invite me to marivlcl-

pate in &amp; conference on Systems Thecry was forwrrded to me here

in Naples. I shall be returning in Januery to KM, i. T. efter 2

yeer in Lurope, Where a consideralbe becklos of work awaits me, not

to speek of other outside comrlttments. Under the circumstances I

shell have Lo say Noe.

Thonking you for the honor of inviting me and wishing you

all success, I remain,

Very sincerely,

Norbert Wiener



December 23,

Mr. Robert Teitler
Spartan Books
i ashinguon, De CoUL. S + .„&amp;

Dear Mr. Teitler:

I received your telegram several days ago, but I have been

unable to find any record in my files of a request by "Remylet"

Therefore I am not in a position to answer your question.

sincerely,

Norbert Wiener.



ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LABORATORY

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAE ENGINEERING

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS UNiversity 4-6900

J]. FRANCIS REINT]JES, Director
GEORGE C. NEWTON, Jr., Associate Director
JOHN E. WARD, Assistant Director
RICHARD A. OSBORNE. Executive Officer 27th December, 1962.

Dr. Norbert Wiener,
Room 2-276.

Dear Dr, Wiener:

| would be very pleased to have the opportunity

to chat with you concerning our work in general and in

particular concerning the invitation in the enclosed letter.

Sincerely yours,

„A?

--
Lo

« 2. }

Lawrence Stark, M.D,
Neurology Section,
Electronic Systems Laboratory

and Biology Department,
Room 32-101,

LS:pt

za 22 A N % A



TOKYO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

OH-OKAYAMA, MEGURO-KU
TOKYO, JAPAN

December 28,1952

)jear Margaret end Norbert:

Lt was gracious of you to send us the beautiful
hristmas card from Heples and to inform us of your quiet
ind also stimalatinge life in Europe.

As for my family the eldest son, liasac is working
at 2 regulator company connected with the Honeywell of lLinneapolis.
the second, Takeo is a college freshman, and the third, Kiyoo is
a sacend year of the Junior High while the deurhter, Reiko is

snioving her fourth grade.

The second edition of CYBURNETICS was published in
Japanese, the {irst nrinting was 1,500. Its cony is on its way
to Cambridere to await for your return. In snite of our ef fort.
naerfecticr” has its own fault.

The tinistry of Education is planning to make films
for hirh schocl students, one of which is entitled,"Cybernetics"
I am hoping that my suggestions may prove true in conveying the
original significance.

Asako and my children join me in wishing you both
the best wishes for the season and snother year of interest and

za

ours.
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December ZU.

rrofeszor Korber‘
Jniversit 7° NM.
istitute 7° 1F-7_
‘cstra d'Clirerar
~apoli, I+"

Jeary Prefes:or Viena.

Ihank you very much for locking over my articles I found your critizisnm
1elpful, and plen to mention the nervous system more explicitly when I have
an ovportunitv to rewrite the paper,

I have chernned over to the Welzmen Institute in Rehoveth, and 22 starting
a {wo v=» nr ‘sud tn MSc degree in vnysicse I would sporeciate
your fi }fw»~ ~- oneclosed recorzendation form, which is in supoori of
ty apoiic'co ron H3F fellowsnin for next year

r
EY Co owe 43 voinz w*) and that. a8 usual, YoU ars

33incer~ly vours,

Chuck {binson
 es KOobinsen



P.O. Box 4543"
Duke University Station
Durham, North Carolina
December 30, 1962

Norbert Wiener
Simon &amp; Schuster
530 Fifth Avenue
few York 20, N.Y,

f

yo wa
4

%

Dear Sirs

I am writing a book on the writing requirements for graduate degrees which is to
be published by Prentice-Hall, Inc. The book is designed for use by graduate
students and graduate faculty. May I please have your permission to include the
following material from:

Norbert Wiener, Ex-Prodigy ( New York, Simon &amp; Schuster,orber , gy
1953)

for use in my book and in future revisions and editions in all languages:

Page 174:

Page 1753

Page 191:

Page 1923

Page 194:

From line 14
To line 20
rom line 23
To line 34
from line 1
To line 20
From line 18
To line 22
from line 19
To line 28
From line 12
To line ©.

"It is often supposedee.
es epoor master indeed."
"It is only when...
» s showever."

Je.as the facts have...
»eefor the doctorate."
"For the first time...
»eethesis.™
'T know that...
vee incomplete."
Vesesin 1925...

»ssWork of Einstein."

[ propose to use the following oredit line:

Norbert Wiener, Ex-Prodigy (New York, Simon &amp; Schuster,
953) pe 174 ( or pe 175. 192.191. 194)

Your consent to this request will be deeply appreciated. For your convenience,
a release form is provided below. Please retain one copy of this letter for your
files: and use the enclosed stamped envelope to return the other to mee

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Paul E, Koefod /
Associate Professor (on leave)
The Uniwe rity of Florida

I (We) grant permis sion for use of the material as requested abovea

1
)

(title

ate FE
le



LIBERTY MUTUAL

LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY . LIBERTY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

.75 BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON 17, MASSACHUSETTS % LIserty 2-4850

December 31, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener

53 Cedar Road
Belmont, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Re: Prosthetic Research Project

You will recall our letter of January 19, 1962, in regard to the details
ff your consulting services as.related to the prosthetic research project.

The final quarterly payment in the amount of $500, under the terms of
the project arrangement, was deposited with the Cambridge Trust Company for
jeposit in your account, accompanied by our letter of October 1, 1962, a copy
of which was sent to your acme address. This completed our payment of your
~onsultant fee as originally agreed in the first year of the project.

In accordance with our original discussions, much of your consultant ser-
vice during this year was related to information which you might be able to
gather during your travels in Europe which would provide helpful information,
of &amp; scientific nature, which would prove useful in terms of the further de-
velopment of the project. Since the first year of the project will be drawing
to a close by mid-January 1963, we are presently preparing a report to our
company management on the accomplishments of the first year. We would very
much like to have the benefit of your written report on significant ideas or
jevelopments which you may have observed in Europe and which would be of mater-
ial assistance to the project staff.

In preparing the proposed project budget for the second year, it is our
thought that we would like to leave the matter of any necessary consulting ser-
vices entirely dependent upon demonstrated needs as the project progresses. We
would like to be in a position to call upon you for special consultation, as
your busy schedule permitted and the needs of the project dictated. We would
plan to reimburse you on a per diem basis for any specific consultation dates
hich micht be set up with vou by the research staff.

Thank you again for your continued interest and encouragement, and with
che hope that we can expect a report on your observations abroad at an early

jate.

NNIVERSAT



Professor Norbert Wiener

Jith mv best personal regards.

Page 2.

Sincerely.

cobu Allan

istant Vice President and
anager of Medical Services

ASA [cd



Leccober Th,

MP. Rex Stout

The Authors Cuiléd
The Authors Logue
6 Test Cth Ctrect
New Ve LE N » re

nf America, Ince.

Dear M+» Yr. Stout:

ram slverdy wisving to call upon the Authors Guild for advice

„bout © problem which I believe to be of reneral interest as vou will

ser bv the enclosed copy of a letter. "The Brookings Institution” is

soliciting my permission to use an article of mine for "pommoduction”

for their conferences. They stress very much the fact that they are

n non-nrofit institution, obviously as en evcuse for reins me no offer

nF reCOTNENEC.

vow "The Prookings Institution” is certeinly ciosc to Big Business,

-nd IT Treove morc tron 2 suspicion thet elthouch it is non-profit, it is

very profitable to antereats which ore decidedly not ron-drofit. I think

thet behind tries there ie &amp; fairly general abuse, namely: that in the clo

sgaociotion not only with general industrial enterprises, but with very

specific corvorations, there are affiliated organizations which are

techiically non-profit but are merely fronts for profit orcanizations.

In asking for aid from Writers and scientists they often find then

naive enouch to fall for this claim.

theanything abouta a favor a) do you know anyI om a28king you as &amp;

srookines Institution in its relations with writers. hb) should I in ny

wm interest snd in the interest of the other members of the Guild gran

a gratuitous permission to reproduce orirepublish? Thanking you for

any advice you are willing to give, I am, very sincerely, Yours,

P.S. I am lesvins for the United Stestes
From Naples on January 11; my address
‘Vemma da MT. Mm Conmbhridoe. Vans


